Duty Vet Logs are now being forwarded to Show Managers in their Show Manager packs.
The Duty Vet Log will be given to the Duty Vet before Vetting In commences.

**It is a requirement for all Duty Vets that they keep an up to date log throughout the show day and give the completed log to the Show Manager before they leave the venue.**
Show Mangers should return the completed Duty Vet Log to the Office with their Show Returns.

The information from the Duty Vet Logs will be collated on a quarterly basis enabling improved identification of:

a) The numbers of challenges presenting, by type, with actions taken.
b) The numbers of challenges presenting during or post vetting in.
c) Any discernable increase in any type of challenge to enable efforts to be made to reduce risk to exhibits.
d) Further data on an ‘as a needed’ basis

The information will supplement that currently provided by rejection paperwork

Although some of our Duty Vets do keep a log (some very comprehensive) there has been no standardisation and Vet Logs have not in the past been forwarded to the Office, so no overall data record exists.

As this is a new document changes may be made as circumstances dictate liaising with the Veterinary Sub Committee via the Veterinary Officer as required.

Together with the changes to previous practice at vetting in to ‘Reduce the transfer of Infective Agents’ the Log will assist in increasing the protection we provide to Cats shown at GCCF Shows.